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ONE THOUSAND Purring Cats warmly embraces the recovery power of positive interactions.
Whether you are a cat-lover or not really, this book will provide you with a HUG!A new feel-good
classic your family would want to read and reread for years. Playful text and images invite
laughter and smiles with a surprise tug at your center, while lively characters carefully nudge
your son or daughter closer when they need it most.
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  A wonderful publication to help children learn where they can seek comfort in their darkest
hours. I'm a "pet dog person" and I simply LOVE this reserve! Great book to greatly help
understand the curing power of a purring cat! The text is sweet, pleasurable, and entertaining.
The message is usually endearing. This book is a special present for the soul at any age group. A
lovely story about coping with difficulties. The pictures are particularly beautiful! It is so
wonderful. :-) This is more than a children's book. We love this book. Great Tale;. The artwork is
classic. The story is fun and very creative. This reserve is a keeper. This one will never be
donated to the library. Great Artwork. The illustrator is extremely talented. My sister-in-laws
bought this book for her grandchild.. But after reading the epilogue about cat purring, grief and
healing, I bought a duplicate for myself and four for my adult cousins, who had simply lost their
beloved mom. She had taught most of us to love cats. The writer captures the wonderful
romantic relationship people can craft with cats, with both phrases and illustrations, clearly right
from her center. It's an extremely special book. Love the message! This amazing book! The usage
of terms and the descriptive details is perfect for my classroom. The message can be one that all
can relate to! Very nice work and can’t wait to see the next! Great book! I bought this publication
for my granddaughter. She definitely enjoys it! The artwork is usually clever and beautiful. She
says she loves to examine it when she feels sad and it helps her feel better. Beautiful! Four Stars
Good and simple read to grandchildren. Beautiful Loved this book and the poetry!A "must have"
for all children and animal lovers!
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